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Leverage intelligent search and merchandising to understand 
shopper intent and deliver highly relevant search results that 
drive conversions.

Product Brief

Elastic Path Commerce delivers powerful site search and merchandising capabilities that understand shopper intent  
and ensure customers can quickly and easily find the products and services they are looking for.

Key capabilities

Cortex API
Search-enable any experience and create search 
experiences tailored for each and every customer 
touchpoint with an easy to use API

Search sorting
Enable buyers to sort search results based on their 
buying criteria to quickly find what they are looking 
for

Faceted search and navigation
Help buyers find the right product using filters and 
ranges for product attributes like brand, size, color, 
price point, or any other attribute you choose

Offer search
Simplify search results by grouping similar SKUs and 
product bundles as a single item so shoppers can 
see all variants of a product group on the search 
page view
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Benefits 
Streamline paths to purchase. Make it easy for shoppers to find what they are looking for with personalized
search experiences and dynamically created category pages.

Improve conversion. Gain a deep understanding of buyer behavior, browsing patterns and intent to surface
the most relevant search results.

Improve discoverability. Display product and service bundles, or similar SKUs as single items and give buyers
control to filter and sort search results based on their buying criteria.

Easy to use. Proactively optimize and manage the search experience with advanced merchandising tools.

Accelerate innovation. Create new search enabled customer experiences by eliminating the need for frontend
applications to maintain browsing state, therefore simplifying front-end development.

Intelligent search and merchandising
Advanced algorithms and tools to fully optimize each visitor’s search, browse and landing page experiences.

• Partial Search: Enable customers to search for products on your site without typing in the full search query

• Color based image selection: Allow search results to show the most relevant image for a product when there 
are multiple color SKUs for a search query that includes a color

• Synonyms: With auto-generated synonyms you can ensure only relevant results are displayed when buyers 
type a keyword into the search box

• Boost and bury: Influence search results and how buyers view products to align with buyer preferences and your 
business objectives

• Redirects: Deliver unique experiences for visitors that exhibit certain behavior by redirecting them to a specific 
landing page or set of search results

• Personalization: Combine search behavior and browsing patterns with natural language processing to 
understand buyer intent for 1:1 personalization

• Search curation: Enhance search results with AI-driven merchandising tools for product grid curation that 
recognize buyer trends

• Self-learning: Ensure search stays relevant by understanding search semantics to dynamically capture 
customer intent and reduce manual rules

• Optimize experiences: Enable merchandisers to make in-session changes without the need for IT with intelligent 
merchandising tools that understand customer preferences and behavior


